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Three-Charge Black Holes 

BPS BH of charges (k,P,W) have been studied extensively in the last 20 years 

- Microscopic description of BH entropy: W D1-k D5-P on T4xS1 

- BH entropy : from Bekenstein-Hawking entropy formula,  

- Fuzzball program: attempt to describe such microstates by (classical)  

  smooth geometries without horizon                               [Mathur][Bena,Warner]… 

Such three-charge BHs can be also described as certain BHs in the near-horizon 

geometry of the fivebranes, which carry the charges (P,W)  

[Strominger,Vafa] 

[Giveon,Kutasov,Rabinovici,Sever] 

[Maldacena,Moore,Strominger] 



CHS CFT and LST 

Near-Horizon Geometry of k NS5: 16 (space-time) SUSY 

- Metric, Dilaton and H-flux 

S3 

Constant H-flux over S3 

- Exactly solvable world-sheet CFT, known as Callan-Harvey-Strominger CFT 

linear 

dilaton  
SU(2) WZW 

at level k 

-                       preserves N=4 world-sheet superconformal symmetry 

[Callan,Harvey,Strominger] 



CHS CFT and LST 

- Holographic dual to Little String Theory on the boundary             , the theory  

  on NS5-brane decoupled from the bulk d.o.f. in the limit             and   

- However, CHS CFT is not useful because string coupling diverges as  

Dabholkar-Harvey States in LST 

- We are interested in ¼  BPS string states that carry momentum P and winding  

  W around the circle S1 of radius R  

[Aharony,Berkooz,Kutasov,Seiberg] 



Double Scaled Little String Theory 

How to avoid the strong coupling? : Separate NS5-branes!    [Giveon,Kutasov] 

- For a single NS5-brane, fundamental string cannot see a CHS throat,  

because N=2 SU(2) WZW at k=1 contains a bosonic SU(2) current at level “-1” 

- In the near-horizon geometry of k separated fivebranes (Coulomb branch),  

  the throat is capped off, and the string coupling is bounded from above.    

Mass of D1 

between NS5s 

(type IIB) 



Double Scaled Little String Theory 

How to avoid the strong coupling? : Separate NS5-branes! 

- In the near-horizon geometry of k separated fivebranes (Coulomb branch),  

  the throat is capped off, and the string coupling is bounded from above.    

Mass of D1 

between NS5s 

(type IIB) 

- As long as                   , the effective string coupling remains weak 

- This theory is called Double Scaled Little String Theory 



Double Scaled Little String Theory 

What We Want to Study Today: Dabholkar-Harvey states in the near-horizon 

geometry of k separated NS5-branes, which carry charge (P,W) 

- THEIR ENTROPY can be read off from the ELLIPTIC GENUS that counts the  

  right-moving ground states  

- Elliptic genus is independent of the positions of NS5s 

- Separating NS5s slightly away from the symmetric point can hardly affect  

  the physics of BPS states of large mass M 

Naively, the entropy of DH states in DSLST = the entropy of three-charge BH(?) 

- Mass of DH states is independent of the position of NS5s 



- However, we will see that the spectrum of DH states for separated NS5s are  

  very different to those for coincident NS5s                         (See David’s talk) 

Double Scaled Little String Theory 

What We Want to Study Today: Dabholkar-Harvey states in the near-horizon 

geometry of k separated NS5-branes, which carry charge (P,W) 

- Their entropy can be read off from the ELLIPTIC GENUS 

Naively, the entropy of DH states in DSLST = the entropy of three-charge BH 



Double Scaled Little String Theory 

Exactly Solvable CFT:  

- When NS5-branes are evenly placed on a circle of radius R0, CHS CFT is  

  deformed to another solvable CFT  

SU(2)k WZW 

- We will argue that, unless NS5 branes are coincident, the elliptic genus of  

  DSLST is still independent of the fivebrane positions 

- Although each of coset CFTs has N=2 SCA, DSLST has N=4 SCA 

Cigar  Minimal  

model 



N=2 Cigar CFT and Minimal Model 

Cigar CFT :                   (Kazama-Suzuki Construction) 

Minimal Model : 

- N=(2,2) Non-linear sigma model on a target space  

  with metric  

- Non-trivial dilaton profile: N=2 SCFT (beta function vanishes) 

- Central charge:  

- N=(2,2) Landau-Ginzburg Model:  

- Central charge:   



How to define and compute the elliptic genus of DSLST? 



- Witten Index:  

Elliptic Genus of Compact CFTs 

Definition : For N=(0,2) SUSY theories, 

Properties 

- Modular and elliptic : Jacobi form of weight 0 and index n 

- J: Global charges that commute with (0,2) supercharges collectively 

- HRR: Hilbert space of SCFT in Ramond-Ramond sector  



Elliptic Genus of Compact CFTs 

Definition : For N=(0,2) SUSY theories, 

Properties 

- Modular and elliptic : Jacobi form of weight 0 and index n 

- Holomorphic in terms of q : only discrete states with     h        can contribute  

- J: Global charges that commutes with (0,2) supercharges collectively 

- HRR: Hilbert space of SCFT in Ramond-Ramond sector  

(right-moving ground states) 



Elliptic Genus of DSLST 

Elliptic Genus of DSLST 

- HRR: Hilbert space of N=4 SCFT with c=6 in Ramond-Ramond sector  

- 2JR
3 : U(1)R current of SU(2)R current in N=4 SCA,    



Zk Orbifold 

- Orbifold action is generated by                                              [Kawai,Yamada,Yang]  

Vacuum energy and U(1) R-charge shifts in twisted sectors 

a for twisted sector and b for projection 

Elliptic Genus of DSLST 

Minimal Model: Using the localization technique,                                      [Witten]      

Odd Jacobi theta function: 



Elliptic Genus of Cigar 

Needs more elaboration to obtain the elliptic genus of cigar CFT 

Perform the localization in a GLSM that flows in the infrared to cigar CFT 

-  Modular and Elliptic, but Non-holomorphic ! 

-  Non-compact CFTs have both discrete and continuum states 

[Eguchi,Sugawara][Ashok,Troost][Murthy][Ashok,Doroud,Troost] … 

[Hori,Kapustin] 



Separation of Discrete States 

Scattering state contributions arise from the spectral asymmetry, 

Densities of states are related to scattering phase shifts, which is very  

difficult to compute in general 

However, their difference can be determined exactly by asymptotic data, thank

s to SUSY!                                                                                    [Akhoury,Comet] 

We are interested in discrete spectrum of the theory.  

Need to separate the contribution from scattering states. 



Separation of Discrete States 

Reduction to Quantum Mechanics: 

- Scherk-Schwarz reduction: 

- Bosonic Lagrangian: governs the dynamics of c.o.m. of the string that winds S1 

string tension 

The oscillatory modes of the string do not affect the spectrum asymmetry 



Separation of Discrete States 

Spectral Asymmetry 

- Four degenerate states: two of them are bosons and the others are fermions 

- Scattering phase shifts: the scattering wave-functions are asymptotic to  



Separation of Discrete States 

Spectral Asymmetry 

- SUSY provides strong constraints between phase-shift factors, 

K : radial momentum  



Separation of Discrete States 

Spectral Asymmetry 

- Using the standard relation between the spectral density and the phase shift, 

one can obtain the spectral (a)symmetry  

NB Unless the chemical potential z is turned on, there is no spectral asymmetry  



Separation of Discrete States 

Contribution from the Scattering States 

Oscillator Modes 



Separation of Discrete States 

Discrete State Contributions: 

where the discrete and continuum parts are given by 



Mock Modular Form 

Contribution to elliptic genus from scattering states of non-compact CFTs can be 

always expressed  in terms of the non-holomorphic Eichler integrals Rk,l 

The Eichler integral often appears, in math, to make a holomorphic mock 

modular form a non-holomorphic modular form 

For instance, in the case of cigar CFT, 



Mock Modular Form 

Indeed, the discrete part can be rewritten as   

where  A1,k , the Appell-Lerch sum, is a well-known mock modular form 

Full elliptic genus is of course modular, but non-holomorphic! 



In summary, the discrete part of  elliptic genus of DSLST is  

Discuss various properties of the above result! 

where 



N=4 Character Decomposition 

N=4 SUSY: CFT of our interest has an N=4 superconformal algebra with c=6 

, although each of coset CFTs has N=2 superconformal algebra with    

and 

Discrete States of the CFT must be in a representation of N=4 SCA 

NB Two currents of SU(2)R in addition to U(1)R current are in the twisted sector 



N=4 Character Decomposition 

- N=4 Massless Characters with c=6  

- N=4 Massive Characters with c=6  

Elliptic genus must be decomposed into a sum of N=4 Ramond characters   

: irreducible highest weight rep. of N=4 SCA with c=6(m-1) 

[Eguchi,Taormina] 



N=4 Character Decomposition 

N=4 Character Decomposition of EDSLST 

where the coefficients an are given by  

For instance, first few coefficients are 



k=2 Example  

In the special case of two fivebranes, i.e. k=2,  

Note that N=2 minimal model at k=2 becomes trivial  

Question  
Z2 orbifold of  

cigar CFT at k=2 

However, they don’t agree to each other [Eguchi,Sugawara] 

[Ashok,Troost] 



How to understand the discrepancy? 

k=2 Example  

There are two different Z2 orbifolds of the cigar CFT at k=2 

Elliptic genus of the Zk orbifold of the cigar CFT with                              

- When k=2, there are two different solutions for D 

D=1: no SUSY enhancement,    

 

D=2: conserved currents in the twisted sector (N=4 SUSY enhancement), and   

[Eguchi,Sugawara] 

[Ashok,Troost] 

[Kawai,Yamada,Yang] 



What Are These States?  

Naively, one may expect that the elliptic genus of DSLST is proportional to k 

from its independence of the position moduli           [Eguchi,Sugawara,Taormina] 

However, this is not the case 



What Are These States?  

: primary operators of cigar CFT with   

Today, to answer the above question, let me discuss how these states counted by 

the elliptic genus look like 

There are (k-1) states of conformal weight h – c/24 = 0           (                         ) 

: primary operators of min. model with   

What’s going on here? See David’s talk 

 where a and b are spectral-flow parameters 

(Ramond Ground states) 



What Are These States?  

- There are (k-1) states of conformal weight h – c/24 = 0         (                         ) 

- These operators are related to NS vertex operators via the spectral flow, which  

  describe the position of the fivebranes.  

- Because the operator corresponding to c.o.m. is non-normalizable  

  [Callan,Harvey,Strominger] 

At the special point on the moduli space admitting the exact CFT description, 

- So, # of Ramond ground states should be (k-1) rather than k 

- This is true even at generic points on the Coulomb branch 



What Are These States?  

Non-Trivial k Dependence  

What about other states of conformal weight larger than ¼  ? 

When NS5-branes are placed on a circle in a Zk symmetric fashion,  

- One can find the corresponding vertex operators from acting with N=2  

  generators of cigar and minimal models on (k-1) Ramond ground states   



What Are These States?  

- For instance, consider (4k-6) states of conformal weight h – c/24 = 1 and r=+2 

2(k-1) operators (2k-4) operators 

null states arise when j=0 

- Expect the same quantitative structure even at generic points in moduli space,  

   although N=2 generators are absent there 



Finally, let’s estimate the entropy of 1/4 BPS states in DSLST 



Entropy of Dabholkar-Harvey States 

How many ¼ -BPS string states of P and W with PW=NL ? 

- Contributions from R4,1xS1 (or, RxT4xS1) are trivial 

- Contributions from the exact CFT                                                : 

For large N, use the saddle-point approximation to evaluate the integral  

at                  with                                   , then  

At z=1/2, the elliptic genus essentially becomes the partition function  



Entropy of Dabholkar-Harvey States 

How many ¼ -BPS string states of P and W with PW=NL ? 

- Collecting all the contributions, one obtains 

- It agrees with a naïve expectation from the Cardy formula   

- Much smaller than the entropy of the corresponding three-charge BH 



- String/Black Hole Correspondence                 [Susskind][Horowitz,Polchinski] 

You Will Hear About 

- String/Black Hole Transition                             [Giveon,Kutasov,Rabinovici,Sever] 

- Coulomb and Higgs Branch CFTs of Witten   [Witten] 

- String Thermodynamics                                   [Atick,Witten]  

David Kutasov will explain tomorrow how to interpret this result  and discuss 

the implication of the result to other issues such as   

- Fuzzball program                                              [Mathur,Lunin,Bena,Warner,…] 


